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Introduction 

The Sports Technology and Innovation Group was established by the Secretary of State for 
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport in September 2020 to work with sport bodies to explore 
high-tech solutions to get spectators back into venues.  

An early decision of the Group was to set up a public call for solutions to understand what 
technologies and innovations might address challenges across the spectator journey. The 
Group outlined a number of ‘problem statements’ to be addressed:  

Ticketing and capacity 

• How can we increase capacities whilst maintaining social distancing in venues? 

• How can we build spectator confidence to attend sporting events? 

Pre-event build-up 

• How can we use pre-event interactions to promote key safety messages? 

• How can we ensure spectators take on responsibility for their individual, peer and 

community safety? 

Travelling to the venue 

• How can we minimise transmission risk from spectators travelling to and from 

grounds? 

• How can we reduce the impact on public transport for sports grounds in urban areas? 

Zone Ex (last mile) and entry 

• How can we avoid crowded bottlenecks at entry, exit and within venues? 

Inside the venue 

• How can we ensure spectators can circulate safely within the ground, especially 

when buying food and drink? 

Departure and post-event 

• What role can technology such as smart phones play in reducing transmission risk 

across the spectator journey? 

• How can we maintain socially responsible behaviours after the event? 

 

The call took place between 28 September and 30 October and attracted almost 100 
submissions, each of which has been assessed. The assessment criteria covered: 
relevance, cost, state of regulatory approval, current usage, scalability and alignment with 
current thinking on COVID-19 transmission. 

In November 2020, the Group ran a workshop to conduct more detailed research into the 
risks, issues and potential mitigations associated with return of spectators to stadiums.  This 
workshop was supported by Microsoft.  It culminated in the development of this document, 
which outlines the main risks at each stage of the spectator journey and suggests mitigations 
to reduce them. It also details some supporting technology drawn from the public call, along 
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with the contact details for those companies. To be clear, the inclusion of a company in 
this document is not an endorsement and should not be viewed as such.   

The Group has identified a series of pilot events to take place from December 2020, subject 
to Government approval.  These pilots will take place across several venues, covering a 
range of different sports, and will test mitigations that might support an increase in capacities 
beyond the current permitted levels under the Government’s Stage 5 guidance. 

Purpose  

This document has been prepared by Microsoft and the Sports Grounds Safety Authority 
(SGSA). It is intended to support venue and safety management teams in developing plans 
for the return of spectators. Each venue is unique and these teams are best placed to 
understand the areas of greatest risk and to mitigate these appropriately.   

Structure 

The document has been set up to consider the different areas of the spectator journey: 

• Ticketing and capacity 

• Pre-event build up 

• Travelling to the venue and entry 

• Inside the venue 

• Departure and post-event. 

The tables overpage identify some of the risks identified by the Group, possible mitigations 
and potential providers of solutions that may help.  The list of risks is not intended to be 
exhaustive and individual venue management teams should use their own risk assessments 
as part of the planning process for a safe event. Where external solutions are sought, 
venues should satisfy themselves that the solution contributes toward the reduction of risk. 

A critical element to the safe running of any event is calculating a safe capacity for the venue 
and a robust safety management plan.  The SGSA has published the Supplementary 
Guidance 02: Planning for Social Distancing at Sports Grounds document, which outlines 
how a socially distanced capacity can be calculated.  This supports the Guide to Safety at 
Sports Grounds (also known as the Green Guide).   

Exclusions 

The document does not include COVID-19 testing technologies as this area of work is being 
led by the Department of Health and Social Care and the Government Mass Testing 
Programme.   

The public call also attracted submissions from a significant number of providers of 
sanitisation solutions. Whilst these are excluded from the table for practicality purposes, the 
SGSA can provide interested venues with contact details should this be of interest. 

https://sgsa.org.uk/covid/
https://sgsa.org.uk/covid/
https://sgsa.org.uk/greenguide/
https://sgsa.org.uk/greenguide/
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Spectator journey: Risks, mitigations and solutions  

The following table outlines the risks, potential mitigations, capabilities needed to address them and example technologies drawn from the 
public call for each stage of the spectator journey. Links are provided to material submitted through the public call, or company websites. 

Ticketing and capacity 

COVID-19 related risks in this category have been addressed by the major industry ticketing providers: Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport, 
and SecuTix and.  They have agreed a common industry standard to reduce risk across the ticketing journey (see Annex A). This standard 
covers individual spectator risk assessment, agreeing a code of conduct, identify validation, establishing transport preference and venue 
access.  It is anticipated that having a common industry standard will enable venues to achieve a consistent level of safety regardless of their 
ticketing solution. The evaluation of this ticketing standard will be a key outcome of the pilot programme. 

Other key risks, mitigations and potential solution providers across the spectator journey are outlined below. Venues are strongly encouraged 
to engage with their ticketing provider and to use the industry standard as a framework to reduce risk within the constraints of their individual 
venue infrastructure. 

Ticketing solutions may interact with health passporting technologies to enable activation of tickets upon confirmation of a negative COVID-19 
test or completion of a self-assessment. Example providers of such passporting schemes include V-health and Tento Health. Other solutions 
include tools for the self-reporting of symptoms including The Key Data and Proactive. 

Pre-event build up 

Risk Mitigation 
Technological capability 
needed 

Solution providers 

Non-compliant spectator 
behaviour leads to increase in 
COVID-19 transmission risk and 
subsequent poor perception of 
the event. Leads to loss in 
spectator/Safety Advisory Group 
confidence in ability of venue 

Utilise robust spectator 
engagement campaign 
integrated with ticketing, social 
media apps and venue 
communications (such as email, 
signage etc). 

Ability to broadcast public health 
messages and updates to all 
spectators attending event and 
others interested through sport 
verified apps, social media and 
websites 

The Sports Technology and 
Innovation Group has developed 
a messaging campaign that can 
be utilised and tailored by any 
sport/venue. Example providers 
of complementary solutions: 
RealLifeTech' PMY Group 

https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/10-Step-Ticketing-Process.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/V-Health-Deck-With-Track-Trace-PDF-Low-Res-1.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Sports-Technology-and-Innovation-Group-Call-For-Ideas.pdf
https://thekeydata.com/
http://proactivereporting.com/
https://sgsa.org.uk/sports-unite-to-show-nation-they-are-fan-ready/
http://realifetech.com/
https://www.pmygroup.com/advisory
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Travelling to the venue and entry 

Risk Mitigation 
Technological capability 
needed 

Solution providers 

Queues on ingress lead to 
prolonged interaction with other 
spectators and increased risk of 
COVID-19 transmission. 

Staggered arrival times for all 
spectators to avoid queues. 

Utilise CCTV and stewarding 
operation to manage breaches 
of social distancing. 

Ability to assign arrival time-slot 
when booking ticket and ability 
to engage with spectators pre-
event to encourage specific 
arrival time. 

See ticketing industry standard. 
In addition, good communication 
with spectators at point of ticket 
sale on expected arrival time 
and consideration of provision of 
parking spaces, depending upon 
likely transport profile.  

Example providers of 
complementary solutions: 
Crowd Connected; Irex;  
Fortress; Event Support Team 

Overcrowding on public 
transport increasing the risk of 
COVID-19 transmission. 

Capture information on 
transportation preference and 
share real time information on 
public transport 

Ability to advise best possible 
time to leave to arrive at venue 
within the timeslot given to enter 
and be seated. 

See the ticketing provider 
solution which includes 
capturing data on likely mode of 
transport.  

Example providers of 
complimentary solutions: Steer; 
Movement Strategies; Zipabout; 
Rangefinder 

 

  

https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Crowd-Connected-2020.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/IREX.ai-Stadium-Brochure-Sept-2020.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Fortress-Restarting-Sports-Health-Pre-Check-Service-Data-Sheet-edt.2-July-2020_compressed-2.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Capability-EST_compressed-1.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/STIG_EPL-App-_Cubic-Interactive-v4.0.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Movement-Strategies-Spectator-Data-Modelling.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Zipabout-_SGSA-Deck.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/RangeFinder-Ufirst-STIG-Introduction.pdf
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Inside the venue 

 

Risk Mitigation 
Technological capability 
needed 

Solution providers 

Spectator behaviour leads to 
increase in COVID-19 
transmission risk; poor 
perception of safety of event 
leads to loss in spectator/SAG 
confidence in ability of venue 

Utilise robust spectator 
engagement campaign 
integrated with ticketing and 
other social media apps. 

Utilise CCTV infrastructure and 
stewarding operation to 
minimise breaches of social 
distancing requirements. 

Ability to broadcast public health 
messages and updates to all 
spectators attending event and 
others interested through sport 
verified apps, social media and 
websites. 

Ability to monitor/measure 
breaches of social distancing 
requirements to drive safety 
management operations 

See Pre-Event Build Up for 
access to the messaging 
campaign materials.  

Example providers of supporting 
solutions: RealLifeTech; 
WaitTimes; Dynamic Crowd 
Measurement ; Restrata 

Spectators not maintaining 
social distance within the venue 
during intervals; increased 
interaction (such as exchange of 
money, queuing) at concession 
stands. 

Click and collect option to keep 
interaction to a minimum; 
cashless purchasing. 

Ability to use an app or website 
to order food and beverages at 
venue. Once ready, spectator is 
prompted by text or app 
notification to collect item  

Example providers of 
complementary solutions: 
Seatserve; SpectatorFood; 
Hungrrr; Intellicup; Tappit;Safety 
Thirst; Ebar; Oracle; Bump 

 

Departure and post event 

The risks for departure and post-event are broadly the same as for the arrival, for example the risks of overcrowding and breaches of social 
distancing.  However, pilot events held during the summer did indicate that social distancing breaches were more likely on egress than ingress 
so consideration should be given by the venue management team to the safe management of egress and transition through Zone Ex (also 
referred to as the last mile).  This is the area that beyond which the spectator can be considered to be a member of the general public again. 

https://sgsa.org.uk/sports-unite-to-show-nation-they-are-fan-ready/
https://sgsa.org.uk/sports-unite-to-show-nation-they-are-fan-ready/
http://realifetech.com/
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/SaECovidDeck_small-1.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/UK-Brochure-Increasing-stadium-attendances-Oct-15-2020.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/UK-Brochure-Increasing-stadium-attendances-Oct-15-2020.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/RESTRATA-Return-of-Fans-Technology-STIG-v1.zip
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/SEATSERVE-Overview-small.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/FanFood-One-Pager-for-Stadiums.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/IntelliCUP_eBrochure_Apr2020.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Copy-of-Tappit-One-Pager-2.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/SafetyThirst_Stadiums_STIG_V1.3.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/SafetyThirst_Stadiums_STIG_V1.3.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/2020-09-EBar-What-Why-and-How.pdf
https://sgsa.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/formidable/10/Oracle-SE-Executive-Brief.pdf
https://bump.sdeck.co/bump-6120/41942/s
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Risk Mitigation 
Technological Capability 
Needed 

Solution providers 

Egress at the end of the event 
causes crowding which 
increases the rate of 
transmission. 

Pre plan staggered departure 
times with ticket purchase to 
notify approximate time of 
departure after event to avoid 
confusion; Good stewarding and 
safety management plans. 

Ability to allocate departure time 
by predicting best time for 
spectator to leave with the least 
chance of transmission risk on 
public transport 

See those under Travelling to 
the Venue and Entry. 
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Technology providers and contact details 

The table below contains further details on the technologies referred to above, along with contact details that were provided for each company.  

The summary information has been provided by each company, and is not an endorsement of their products. 

Ticketing and capacity 

Stage of spectator 
journey 

Technology Summary Contact details 

Ticketing and 
capacity 

10-step 
common 
industry 
standard 

Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport and SecuTix have agreed a 
common industry standard to help reduce the risk of COVID-19 
transmission across the ticketing journey.   

See Annex A for further 
details. Each venue should 
engage with their ticketing 
solution provider for further 
details. 

Ticketing and 
capacity – health 
passport 

Tento Health 

Tento Health provide a decentralised Digital Health Passport and 
Diagnostics platform that can fully integrate with existing season 
ticket / spectator identity systems. 
 
The platform utilises blockchain features to ensure secure delivery, 
storing and later authentication of COVID-19 test results. It can 
confirm the test details belong to the person sharing them, type of 
test, where and when the test was completed as well as the result of 
the test. 

sean@tentohealth.com 
 

Ticketing and 
capacity – health 
passport 

V-Health 

A secure digital health passport that also has a contact tracing app 
technology designed for sports stadiums and venues. The 
technology can also be used to confirm an individual’s identity 
(against their Government ID documents) and also securely store a 
spectators’ ticket to reduce ticket fraud and counterfeiting.   

gerard@vstenterprises.com 
 

mailto:sean@tentohealth.com
mailto:gerard@vstenterprises.com
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Ticketing and 
capacity – self-
reporting tools 

Proactive 

Proactive is a digital reporting system for sport and leisure, 
consisting of incident reporting, dynamic risk assessment, and 
COVID-19 symptom checker. This allows clubs to send a unique link 
for their participants to use to self-assess against COVID-19 
symptoms and highlight any other restrictions affecting their 
participation/attendance.  

dom@we-activate.co.uk 
 

Ticketing and 
Capacity – Self-
reporting tools 

Key Data 

The Key Data offers long-term data-led solutions to COVID-19 
secure sports stadiums and venues with a conversational chatbot to 
protect both spectators and staff alike. The gathered behavioural, 
symptom and travel data is designed to lead to better-informed 
decision making for sporting bodies. Each self-reporting tool can 
bear the venue or club logo and brand identity. Real-time data is 
then plugged into a national big-picture grid, joining over 900,000 
other datasets, providing personalised solutions and early warnings. 

peter@thekeydata.com 

 

Pre-event build up 

Technology Summary Contact details 

RealLifeTech 

Digital tickets and digital ticket sharing; personalised safety feeds; 
contactless collection and seat delivery food and beverage; heat mapped 
crowd management; real-time safety messaging and, integrated health 
passports. 

finn.walsh@realifetech.com 
 

PMY Group 

A technology enabling company. They align essential technology 
components to keep the venue, players, and stakeholders safe during the 
event. This includes measuring and managing room/ area occupancy, and 
contact reporting, or track and trace through a combination of RFID tags 
and readers, integrated with existing systems such as CCTV, access 
control and video analytics. 

josh.philpot@pmygroup.com 

mailto:dom@we-activate.co.uk
mailto:peter@thekeydata.com
mailto:finn.walsh@realifetech.com
mailto:josh.philpot@pmygroup.com
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Travelling to the venue and entry 

Technology Summary Contact details 

Crowd Connected 
Spectator tracking app to aid crowd management flows in last mile, 
ingress, in stadium and egress. Can also send messages direct to 
spectators before, during and after the event.  

mark@crowdconnected.co.uk 

Irex 
Smart Camera system able to harness big data from >1000 cameras. 
Used in 2019 European Games.  

daniel@irex.ai 

Fortress 

Scalable integration of health checks as part of ticket activation Tracking 
all pass and fail health check entries including additional external 
perimeter checks.  Staggering access into the stadium and/or footprint 
with access granted to attendees on certain time slots to ensure that 
certain number of attendees arrive and check in during their timed slot.  
Rewarding attendees through loyalty programme on behaviour e.g. 
designated entry slot, points/offer rewarded for completing the health 
screening documentation prior to traveling to the event.   

anjli.khanna@fortressgb.com 

Event Support Team 

Smart parking product to allow for COVID-19 secure parking in Zone Ex. 
Spectators are able to book their parking via an online portal for off-site 
car parks also and at the same time input their registration plate into the 
system. When they arrive at the car park site, mobile technology picks up 
their plate and they are allowed access. 

grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk 

Steer 

A demand forecasting tool that compares likely demand with available 
public transport capacity. It can inform what time and when are people 
likely to travel; and whether there is enough public transport capacity to 
deal with this demand and if not, where, when and what scale mitigations 
are required e.g. queuing operations, increased train services etc. The 
app, using targeted incentivisation, can influence crowd behaviour to 
maximise use of capacity.  

edward.robinson@steergroup.com 

mailto:mark@crowdconnected.co.uk
mailto:daniel@irex.ai
mailto:anjli.khanna@fortressgb.com
mailto:grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk
mailto:edward.robinson@steergroup.com
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Movement Strategies 

Uses people-centred datasets to assess and model spectator movement 
on both large and small scales. Using cellular data, they can assess the 
spectator journey from home to stadium: their departure location, 
mode(s) of transport, journey time, departure and arrival times. These 
insights help to target interventions to minimize transmission risks on 
travelling to the venue, and in Zone Ex. 

aoife.hunt@GHD.com 

Zipabout 

Zipabout offers a plug and play bespoke journey information service that 
guides spectators from start point to stadium through personalised 
messaging sent straight to their phone on their message channel of 
choice.  It integrates with existing collaborative technology to inform and 
advise spectators to align with changing public health restrictions. 
Spectators can plan their journey pre-match, preferred modes of travel 
can be incentivised by clubs, and on match day it provides real-time 
journey information. Zipabout can predict disruption and crowding and 
offer alternate up-to-the-minute journey alternatives.  Staggered arrival 
and departure times allows clubs and safety authorities to safely disperse 
crowds around and inside the venue and uses both real time data and 
prediction boards to intelligently plan and deploy operational staff. 

crispin@zipabout.com 

Rangefinder 

A virtual queuing app that help manage queues and traffic management 
of people to improve their experience throughout the customer journey 
especially where there is the possibly of queuing outdoors in all 
weathers. It lets customers wait their turn in their car, a nearby cafe or 
their home using notification functionality to prompt the right behaviour at 
the right time. Facilitates social distancing in the moments that people 
find most difficult to navigate and businesses/operators most difficult to 
manage. It can be fully integrated into ticketing apps including a “book an 
arrival time" feature. Can also be used in stadia for club shop, food and 
beverage retailing. 

dlow@theredimps.com 

 

mailto:aoife.hunt@GHD.com
mailto:crispin@zipabout.com
mailto:dlow@theredimps.com
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Inside the venue 

Technology Summary Contact details 

WaitTime 
 

WaitTime mounts cameras over areas, zones, gates, plazas, halls, 
concessions, restrooms, doorways etc. to determine overall 
occupancy and capacity. Occupancy of queues and designated 
areas are shared in real-time with operators via a dashboard which 
provides camera views of crowd conditions (inside venue, ticketing 
and venue capacity). Alerts are sent to a designated team 
including cleaning staff, operations, and security at configurable 
occupancies to alert when social distancing mandates have been 
violated. In real-time this data is also shared on flexible crowd 
intelligent guest engagement platforms that share wayfinding with 
guests on digital displays and venue mobile applications.  

zachary@thewaittimes.com 

Dynamic Crowd 
Measurement 

Dynamic Crowd Measurement software uses existing CCTV 
images to display real-time dashboards in control rooms showing 
crowd density, flow, mood, headcounts, social-distancing and 
compliance. These prompt safety officers to informed crowd 
management decisions at sporting events, concerts, carnivals and 
intersections, hubs and stations.  
 
DCM architecture also allows authorities to specify the headcount, 
social-distancing and compliance control factors to meet agreed 
changes in the relevant criteria. It complements other potential 
innovations and CCTV systems. 

sharvey@dynamiccrowdmeasurement.com 

Bump 

Bump wearable device emits alerts to wearers in real time when 
people come too close to each other. It allows organisations to 
identify immediately which wearers have interacted with each other 
in the event of a positive viral case. They can then take rapid action 
to prevent further transmission and local outbreaks. 

simon@wearejlp.com 

mailto:zachary@thewaittimes.com
mailto:sharvey@dynamiccrowdmeasurement.com
mailto:simon@wearejlp.com
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Restrata 

The Restrata Platform is a multi-functional enterprise system that 
enables sports organisations to assure the safety of spectators and 
accredited personnel using contact track and trace technology.   
The platform uses real time locating systems (RTLS), CCTV 
analytics, and third party integrations to map individuals across the 
entire venue, create safe zones, set capacity limits, monitor social 
distancing and respond quickly to any situations that could breach 
COVID-19 safety protocols.   

bosman@restrata.com 

Seatserve 
 

SEATSERVE is an enterprise solution that enables spectators to 
order food, drinks and merchandise on their smartphone and have 
it delivered to their seat by staff from within the existing 
concessions, at any venue. 

patrick@seatserve.co.uk 

Spectatorfood 

SpectatorFood is a commission-free, contactless ordering and 
concessions management platform for sports venues.  Spectators 
can scan a QR code or download an app to pre-order or order 
instantly for pickup and in-seat delivery.  Concessionaires can 
receive and fulfil orders all in one place on the portable manager 
portal.   

jeff@spectatorfoodapp.com 

Hungrrr 

Ordering app used to provide contactless ordering of food and 
beverages in-venue, as well as order ahead functionality. 
Customers can order from their seat and be given a collection time 
/ slot to collect their food.  

mike@mtcmedia.co.uk 

Intellicup 

Mobile Bars, strategically placed, for self-serve beverages means 
less congestion in food and drink concession concourses. 
Spectators can take responsibility and plan their route to a self-
service bar to minimise contact with others. Self-serve beverage 
efficiently in 10/12 seconds 

mike@intellicup.com 

Tappit 
Tappit is a global payment and data ecosystem for events, stadia, 
leisure, hospitality and venues. Tappit provides an end-to-end 

jenni.young@tappit.com 

mailto:bosman@restrata.com
mailto:patrick@seatserve.co.uk
mailto:jeff@fanfoodapp.com
mailto:mike@mtcmedia.co.uk
mailto:mike@intellicup.com
mailto:jenni.young@tappit.com
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solution including cashless payment, white label payment apps, 
mobile pay, RFID and event analytics. 

Safety Thirst 
Safety Thirst is a hybrid mobile payment solution that combines in-
seat delivery with contact-free click and collect.  

adam@swipestation.co.uk 

Ebar 

A contactless-payment, self-service draught beer dispenser which 
uses regular event cups. EBars are mobile and are moved 
between venues. They are fast to set up and take up little space. 
They can be set up away from permanent service areas to 
distribute service load. 

nickbeeson@ebar.uk 

Oracle 

Technology to offer pre-ordered food for pickup, order at seat, 
order to aisle and kiosk technology; allows staggered arrival and 
departure times reducing stress on transport infrastructure. 
Integrated digital signage can assist flow around venues, real time 
mobile app messaging improves pre-event and mid-event 
communications while digital kitchen management streamlines 
production and order fulfilment meaning less waiting and gathering 
in high density areas. 

elliot.piper@oracle.com 

mailto:adam@swipestation.co.uk
mailto:nickbeeson@ebar.uk
mailto:elliot.piper@oracle.com
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STIG in partnership with major ticketing providers



Project Overview
RETURN TO LIVE SPORT 

Prepared by:

Objective

• Provide a framework ticketing standard that could be applied across all sports, teams and
governing bodies. Delivered by all ticketing providers in market

Brief

• First games from 3rd December 2020 onwardsTimings

• Develop a COVID-19 secure protocol for the ticketing of sports events.
• Create a ‘standard’ for government to communicate to all clubs, teams and venues.



Steps for Fan Return
RETURN TO LIVE SPORT 

Post-event
health

questionnaire
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notifications
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notifications
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of transport
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Purchase 
ticket
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fans
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Ticketing Purchase Flow
RETURN TO LIVE SPORT 

Know your 
fans

02

Confirm 
acceptance
of relevant

code of
conduct

03

Indicate
mode

of transport
and onward 
destination

05

Purchase 
ticket

04

Fan risk 
assessment

01

• Customer accepts Terms & 
Conditions including risk 
profiles in the purchase flow 
and check-out.

• Customer indicates they are in 
a low or high-risk group within 
purchase flow. 

• Forced purchase of one ticket 
per individual. Terms and 
conditions to be served 
requiring photo ID at stadium. 

• 3rd party validation of 
approved and recognised ID 
against each ticket purchase. 

• Purchase against known fan 
record

• Digital tickets where possible
• Social distancing tools used
• Arrival times considered
• Government guidance 

followed at all times

• Code of conduct served 
through purchase flow and 
included in Terms & Conditions 
with check box

• Indication of proposed mode 
of transport both pre and post-
match / event to be captured



Other areas of consideration
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RETURN TO LIVE SPORT 

Match / Event day • Delivery of digital tickets to known person via wallet (Google or Apple) or app
• Digital ticket delivery where possible. Arrival time on ticket.

Access Control • Secondary perimeter and access control scan. Turnstile scans to allow for timed entry.

• Managed through stadium announcements and stewarding in-bowl. 

• Supporting comms to be developed with STIG and governing bodies / rights holders. 
Featured on club website and purchase flow

Stadium Egress 

Communications



Additional Notes
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RETURN TO LIVE SPORT 

As guidance evolves, this process will be refined and revisited to ensure it stays in line with the current position 

of the government, STIG and SGSA at that time. This can include considerations around integrations around 

health passports, vaccine checks and quick result mass testing as required. 

All parties, as named within this document, are in agreement that this process allows for safe fan return in the 

areas considered to be controlled within the ticketing flow and is deliverable across their collective full client 

base as well as considerations around the minimum requirements for any system / provider. It also outlines 

areas that are covered outside of the ticketing flow and should fall within a club or 3rd party remit. 

This process will be cascaded down to all clubs in elite sport to inform their own ticketing partners (outside of 

those named within this document) of the agreed process and agree their individual methods of delivery. 
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	Introduction 
	The Sports Technology and Innovation Group was established by the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport in September 2020 to work with sport bodies to explore high-tech solutions to get spectators back into venues.  
	An early decision of the Group was to set up a public call for solutions to understand what technologies and innovations might address challenges across the spectator journey. The Group outlined a number of ‘problem statements’ to be addressed:  
	Ticketing and capacity 
	• How can we increase capacities whilst maintaining social distancing in venues? 
	• How can we increase capacities whilst maintaining social distancing in venues? 
	• How can we increase capacities whilst maintaining social distancing in venues? 

	• How can we build spectator confidence to attend sporting events? 
	• How can we build spectator confidence to attend sporting events? 


	Pre-event build-up 
	• How can we use pre-event interactions to promote key safety messages? 
	• How can we use pre-event interactions to promote key safety messages? 
	• How can we use pre-event interactions to promote key safety messages? 

	• How can we ensure spectators take on responsibility for their individual, peer and community safety? 
	• How can we ensure spectators take on responsibility for their individual, peer and community safety? 


	Travelling to the venue 
	• How can we minimise transmission risk from spectators travelling to and from grounds? 
	• How can we minimise transmission risk from spectators travelling to and from grounds? 
	• How can we minimise transmission risk from spectators travelling to and from grounds? 

	• How can we reduce the impact on public transport for sports grounds in urban areas? 
	• How can we reduce the impact on public transport for sports grounds in urban areas? 


	Zone Ex (last mile) and entry 
	• How can we avoid crowded bottlenecks at entry, exit and within venues? 
	• How can we avoid crowded bottlenecks at entry, exit and within venues? 
	• How can we avoid crowded bottlenecks at entry, exit and within venues? 


	Inside the venue 
	• How can we ensure spectators can circulate safely within the ground, especially when buying food and drink? 
	• How can we ensure spectators can circulate safely within the ground, especially when buying food and drink? 
	• How can we ensure spectators can circulate safely within the ground, especially when buying food and drink? 


	Departure and post-event 
	• What role can technology such as smart phones play in reducing transmission risk across the spectator journey? 
	• What role can technology such as smart phones play in reducing transmission risk across the spectator journey? 
	• What role can technology such as smart phones play in reducing transmission risk across the spectator journey? 

	• How can we maintain socially responsible behaviours after the event? 
	• How can we maintain socially responsible behaviours after the event? 


	 
	The call took place between 28 September and 30 October and attracted almost 100 submissions, each of which has been assessed. The assessment criteria covered: relevance, cost, state of regulatory approval, current usage, scalability and alignment with current thinking on COVID-19 transmission. 
	In November 2020, the Group ran a workshop to conduct more detailed research into the risks, issues and potential mitigations associated with return of spectators to stadiums.  This workshop was supported by Microsoft.  It culminated in the development of this document, which outlines the main risks at each stage of the spectator journey and suggests mitigations to reduce them. It also details some supporting technology drawn from the public call, along 
	with the contact details for those companies. To be clear, the inclusion of a company in this document is not an endorsement and should not be viewed as such.   
	The Group has identified a series of pilot events to take place from December 2020, subject to Government approval.  These pilots will take place across several venues, covering a range of different sports, and will test mitigations that might support an increase in capacities beyond the current permitted levels under the Government’s Stage 5 guidance. 
	Purpose  
	This document has been prepared by Microsoft and the Sports Grounds Safety Authority (SGSA). It is intended to support venue and safety management teams in developing plans for the return of spectators. Each venue is unique and these teams are best placed to understand the areas of greatest risk and to mitigate these appropriately.   
	Structure 
	The document has been set up to consider the different areas of the spectator journey: 
	• Ticketing and capacity 
	• Ticketing and capacity 
	• Ticketing and capacity 

	• Pre-event build up 
	• Pre-event build up 

	• Travelling to the venue and entry 
	• Travelling to the venue and entry 

	• Inside the venue 
	• Inside the venue 

	• Departure and post-event. 
	• Departure and post-event. 


	The tables overpage identify some of the risks identified by the Group, possible mitigations and potential providers of solutions that may help.  The list of risks is not intended to be exhaustive and individual venue management teams should use their own risk assessments as part of the planning process for a safe event. Where external solutions are sought, venues should satisfy themselves that the solution contributes toward the reduction of risk. 
	A critical element to the safe running of any event is calculating a safe capacity for the venue and a robust safety management plan.  The SGSA has published the 
	A critical element to the safe running of any event is calculating a safe capacity for the venue and a robust safety management plan.  The SGSA has published the 
	Supplementary Guidance 02: Planning for Social Distancing at Sports Grounds
	Supplementary Guidance 02: Planning for Social Distancing at Sports Grounds

	 document, which outlines how a socially distanced capacity can be calculated.  This supports the 
	Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds
	Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds

	 (also known as the Green Guide).   

	Exclusions 
	The document does not include COVID-19 testing technologies as this area of work is being led by the Department of Health and Social Care and the Government Mass Testing Programme.   
	The public call also attracted submissions from a significant number of providers of sanitisation solutions. Whilst these are excluded from the table for practicality purposes, the SGSA can provide interested venues with contact details should this be of interest. 
	Spectator journey: Risks, mitigations and solutions  
	The following table outlines the risks, potential mitigations, capabilities needed to address them and example technologies drawn from the public call for each stage of the spectator journey. Links are provided to material submitted through the public call, or company websites. 
	Ticketing and capacity 
	COVID-19 related risks in this category have been addressed by the major industry ticketing providers: Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport, and SecuTix and.  They have agreed a 
	COVID-19 related risks in this category have been addressed by the major industry ticketing providers: Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport, and SecuTix and.  They have agreed a 
	common industry standard
	common industry standard

	 to reduce risk across the ticketing journey (see Annex A). This standard covers individual spectator risk assessment, agreeing a code of conduct, identify validation, establishing transport preference and venue access.  It is anticipated that having a common industry standard will enable venues to achieve a consistent level of safety regardless of their ticketing solution. The evaluation of this ticketing standard will be a key outcome of the pilot programme. 

	Other key risks, mitigations and potential solution providers across the spectator journey are outlined below. Venues are strongly encouraged to engage with their ticketing provider and to use the industry standard as a framework to reduce risk within the constraints of their individual venue infrastructure. 
	Ticketing solutions may interact with health passporting technologies to enable activation of tickets upon confirmation of a negative COVID-19 test or completion of a self-assessment. Example providers of such passporting schemes include 
	Ticketing solutions may interact with health passporting technologies to enable activation of tickets upon confirmation of a negative COVID-19 test or completion of a self-assessment. Example providers of such passporting schemes include 
	V-health
	V-health

	 and 
	Tento Health
	Tento Health

	. Other solutions include tools for the self-reporting of symptoms including 
	The Key Data
	The Key Data

	 and 
	Proactive
	Proactive

	. 

	Pre-event build up 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 

	Mitigation 
	Mitigation 

	Technological capability needed 
	Technological capability needed 

	Solution providers 
	Solution providers 



	Non-compliant spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk and subsequent poor perception of the event. Leads to loss in spectator/Safety Advisory Group confidence in ability of venue 
	Non-compliant spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk and subsequent poor perception of the event. Leads to loss in spectator/Safety Advisory Group confidence in ability of venue 
	Non-compliant spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk and subsequent poor perception of the event. Leads to loss in spectator/Safety Advisory Group confidence in ability of venue 
	Non-compliant spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk and subsequent poor perception of the event. Leads to loss in spectator/Safety Advisory Group confidence in ability of venue 

	Utilise robust spectator engagement campaign integrated with ticketing, social media apps and venue communications (such as email, signage etc). 
	Utilise robust spectator engagement campaign integrated with ticketing, social media apps and venue communications (such as email, signage etc). 

	Ability to broadcast public health messages and updates to all spectators attending event and others interested through sport verified apps, social media and websites 
	Ability to broadcast public health messages and updates to all spectators attending event and others interested through sport verified apps, social media and websites 

	TD
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	The Sports Technology and Innovation Group has developed a 
	messaging campaign
	messaging campaign

	 that can be utilised and tailored by any sport/venue. Example providers of complementary solutions: 
	RealLifeTech
	RealLifeTech

	' 
	PMY Group
	PMY Group

	 





	Travelling to the venue and entry 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 

	Mitigation 
	Mitigation 

	Technological capability needed 
	Technological capability needed 

	Solution providers 
	Solution providers 



	Queues on ingress lead to prolonged interaction with other spectators and increased risk of COVID-19 transmission. 
	Queues on ingress lead to prolonged interaction with other spectators and increased risk of COVID-19 transmission. 
	Queues on ingress lead to prolonged interaction with other spectators and increased risk of COVID-19 transmission. 
	Queues on ingress lead to prolonged interaction with other spectators and increased risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

	Staggered arrival times for all spectators to avoid queues. 
	Staggered arrival times for all spectators to avoid queues. 
	Utilise CCTV and stewarding operation to manage breaches of social distancing. 

	Ability to assign arrival time-slot when booking ticket and ability to engage with spectators pre-event to encourage specific arrival time. 
	Ability to assign arrival time-slot when booking ticket and ability to engage with spectators pre-event to encourage specific arrival time. 

	See ticketing industry standard. In addition, good communication with spectators at point of ticket sale on expected arrival time and consideration of provision of parking spaces, depending upon likely transport profile.  
	See ticketing industry standard. In addition, good communication with spectators at point of ticket sale on expected arrival time and consideration of provision of parking spaces, depending upon likely transport profile.  
	P
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	Example providers of complementary solutions: 
	Crowd Connected
	Crowd Connected

	; 
	Irex
	Irex

	;  
	Fortress
	Fortress

	; 
	Event Support Team
	Event Support Team

	 



	Overcrowding on public transport increasing the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 
	Overcrowding on public transport increasing the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 
	Overcrowding on public transport increasing the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

	Capture information on transportation preference and share real time information on public transport 
	Capture information on transportation preference and share real time information on public transport 

	Ability to advise best possible time to leave to arrive at venue within the timeslot given to enter and be seated. 
	Ability to advise best possible time to leave to arrive at venue within the timeslot given to enter and be seated. 

	See the ticketing provider solution which includes capturing data on likely mode of transport.  
	See the ticketing provider solution which includes capturing data on likely mode of transport.  
	Example providers of complimentary solutions: 
	Example providers of complimentary solutions: 
	Steer
	Steer

	; 
	Movement Strategies
	Movement Strategies

	; 
	Zipabout
	Zipabout

	; 
	Rangefinder
	Rangefinder

	 





	 
	  
	Inside the venue 
	 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 

	Mitigation 
	Mitigation 

	Technological capability needed 
	Technological capability needed 

	Solution providers 
	Solution providers 



	Spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk; poor perception of safety of event leads to loss in spectator/SAG confidence in ability of venue 
	Spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk; poor perception of safety of event leads to loss in spectator/SAG confidence in ability of venue 
	Spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk; poor perception of safety of event leads to loss in spectator/SAG confidence in ability of venue 
	Spectator behaviour leads to increase in COVID-19 transmission risk; poor perception of safety of event leads to loss in spectator/SAG confidence in ability of venue 

	Utilise robust spectator engagement campaign integrated with ticketing and other social media apps. 
	Utilise robust spectator engagement campaign integrated with ticketing and other social media apps. 
	Utilise CCTV infrastructure and stewarding operation to minimise breaches of social distancing requirements. 

	Ability to broadcast public health messages and updates to all spectators attending event and others interested through sport verified apps, social media and websites. 
	Ability to broadcast public health messages and updates to all spectators attending event and others interested through sport verified apps, social media and websites. 
	Ability to monitor/measure breaches of social distancing requirements to drive safety management operations 

	TD
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	See Pre-Event Build Up for access to the 
	messaging campaign
	messaging campaign

	 materials.  
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	Example providers of supporting solutions: 
	RealLifeTech
	RealLifeTech

	; 
	WaitTimes
	WaitTimes

	; 
	Dynamic Crowd Measurement
	Dynamic Crowd Measurement

	 ; 
	Restrata
	Restrata

	 



	Spectators not maintaining social distance within the venue during intervals; increased interaction (such as exchange of money, queuing) at concession stands. 
	Spectators not maintaining social distance within the venue during intervals; increased interaction (such as exchange of money, queuing) at concession stands. 
	Spectators not maintaining social distance within the venue during intervals; increased interaction (such as exchange of money, queuing) at concession stands. 

	Click and collect option to keep interaction to a minimum; cashless purchasing. 
	Click and collect option to keep interaction to a minimum; cashless purchasing. 

	Ability to use an app or website to order food and beverages at venue. Once ready, spectator is prompted by text or app notification to collect item  
	Ability to use an app or website to order food and beverages at venue. Once ready, spectator is prompted by text or app notification to collect item  

	Example providers of complementary solutions: 
	Example providers of complementary solutions: 
	Example providers of complementary solutions: 
	Seatserve
	Seatserve

	; 
	SpectatorFood
	SpectatorFood

	; Hungrrr; 
	Intellicup
	Intellicup

	; 
	Tappit
	Tappit

	;
	Safety Thirst
	Safety Thirst

	; 
	Ebar
	Ebar

	; 
	Oracle
	Oracle

	; 
	Bump
	Bump

	 





	 
	Departure and post event 
	The risks for departure and post-event are broadly the same as for the arrival, for example the risks of overcrowding and breaches of social distancing.  However, pilot events held during the summer did indicate that social distancing breaches were more likely on egress than ingress so consideration should be given by the venue management team to the safe management of egress and transition through Zone Ex (also referred to as the last mile).  This is the area that beyond which the spectator can be consider
	 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 
	Risk 

	Mitigation 
	Mitigation 

	Technological Capability Needed 
	Technological Capability Needed 

	Solution providers 
	Solution providers 



	Egress at the end of the event causes crowding which increases the rate of transmission. 
	Egress at the end of the event causes crowding which increases the rate of transmission. 
	Egress at the end of the event causes crowding which increases the rate of transmission. 
	Egress at the end of the event causes crowding which increases the rate of transmission. 

	Pre plan staggered departure times with ticket purchase to notify approximate time of departure after event to avoid confusion; Good stewarding and safety management plans. 
	Pre plan staggered departure times with ticket purchase to notify approximate time of departure after event to avoid confusion; Good stewarding and safety management plans. 

	Ability to allocate departure time by predicting best time for spectator to leave with the least chance of transmission risk on public transport 
	Ability to allocate departure time by predicting best time for spectator to leave with the least chance of transmission risk on public transport 

	See those under Travelling to the Venue and Entry. 
	See those under Travelling to the Venue and Entry. 




	 
	  
	Technology providers and contact details 
	The table below contains further details on the technologies referred to above, along with contact details that were provided for each company.  
	The summary information has been provided by each company, and is not an endorsement of their products. 
	Ticketing and capacity 
	Stage of spectator journey 
	Stage of spectator journey 
	Stage of spectator journey 
	Stage of spectator journey 
	Stage of spectator journey 

	Technology 
	Technology 

	Summary 
	Summary 

	Contact details 
	Contact details 



	Ticketing and capacity 
	Ticketing and capacity 
	Ticketing and capacity 
	Ticketing and capacity 

	10-step common industry standard 
	10-step common industry standard 

	Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport and SecuTix have agreed a common industry standard to help reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission across the ticketing journey.   
	Ticketmaster Sport, SeatGeek Sport and SecuTix have agreed a common industry standard to help reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission across the ticketing journey.   

	See Annex A for further details. Each venue should engage with their ticketing solution provider for further details. 
	See Annex A for further details. Each venue should engage with their ticketing solution provider for further details. 


	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 
	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 
	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 

	Tento Health 
	Tento Health 

	Tento Health provide a decentralised Digital Health Passport and Diagnostics platform that can fully integrate with existing season ticket / spectator identity systems. 
	Tento Health provide a decentralised Digital Health Passport and Diagnostics platform that can fully integrate with existing season ticket / spectator identity systems. 
	 
	The platform utilises blockchain features to ensure secure delivery, storing and later authentication of COVID-19 test results. It can confirm the test details belong to the person sharing them, type of test, where and when the test was completed as well as the result of the test. 

	sean@tentohealth.com
	sean@tentohealth.com
	sean@tentohealth.com
	sean@tentohealth.com

	 

	 


	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 
	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 
	Ticketing and capacity – health passport 

	V-Health 
	V-Health 

	A secure digital health passport that also has a contact tracing app technology designed for sports stadiums and venues. The technology can also be used to confirm an individual’s identity (against their Government ID documents) and also securely store a spectators’ ticket to reduce ticket fraud and counterfeiting.   
	A secure digital health passport that also has a contact tracing app technology designed for sports stadiums and venues. The technology can also be used to confirm an individual’s identity (against their Government ID documents) and also securely store a spectators’ ticket to reduce ticket fraud and counterfeiting.   
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	gerard@vstenterprises.com
	gerard@vstenterprises.com

	 

	 




	Ticketing and capacity – self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and capacity – self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and capacity – self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and capacity – self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and capacity – self-reporting tools 

	Proactive 
	Proactive 

	Proactive is a digital reporting system for sport and leisure, consisting of incident reporting, dynamic risk assessment, and COVID-19 symptom checker. This allows clubs to send a unique link for their participants to use to self-assess against COVID-19 symptoms and highlight any other restrictions affecting their participation/attendance.  
	Proactive is a digital reporting system for sport and leisure, consisting of incident reporting, dynamic risk assessment, and COVID-19 symptom checker. This allows clubs to send a unique link for their participants to use to self-assess against COVID-19 symptoms and highlight any other restrictions affecting their participation/attendance.  

	dom@we-activate.co.uk
	dom@we-activate.co.uk
	dom@we-activate.co.uk
	dom@we-activate.co.uk

	 

	 


	Ticketing and Capacity – Self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and Capacity – Self-reporting tools 
	Ticketing and Capacity – Self-reporting tools 

	Key Data 
	Key Data 

	The Key Data offers long-term data-led solutions to COVID-19 secure sports stadiums and venues with a conversational chatbot to protect both spectators and staff alike. The gathered behavioural, symptom and travel data is designed to lead to better-informed decision making for sporting bodies. Each self-reporting tool can bear the venue or club logo and brand identity. Real-time data is then plugged into a national big-picture grid, joining over 900,000 other datasets, providing personalised solutions and e
	The Key Data offers long-term data-led solutions to COVID-19 secure sports stadiums and venues with a conversational chatbot to protect both spectators and staff alike. The gathered behavioural, symptom and travel data is designed to lead to better-informed decision making for sporting bodies. Each self-reporting tool can bear the venue or club logo and brand identity. Real-time data is then plugged into a national big-picture grid, joining over 900,000 other datasets, providing personalised solutions and e
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	peter@thekeydata.com
	peter@thekeydata.com

	 





	 
	Pre-event build up 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 

	Summary 
	Summary 

	Contact details 
	Contact details 



	RealLifeTech 
	RealLifeTech 
	RealLifeTech 
	RealLifeTech 

	Digital tickets and digital ticket sharing; personalised safety feeds; contactless collection and seat delivery food and beverage; heat mapped crowd management; real-time safety messaging and, integrated health passports. 
	Digital tickets and digital ticket sharing; personalised safety feeds; contactless collection and seat delivery food and beverage; heat mapped crowd management; real-time safety messaging and, integrated health passports. 
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	finn.walsh@realifetech.com
	finn.walsh@realifetech.com

	 

	 


	PMY Group 
	PMY Group 
	PMY Group 

	A technology enabling company. They align essential technology components to keep the venue, players, and stakeholders safe during the event. This includes measuring and managing room/ area occupancy, and contact reporting, or track and trace through a combination of RFID tags and readers, integrated with existing systems such as CCTV, access control and video analytics. 
	A technology enabling company. They align essential technology components to keep the venue, players, and stakeholders safe during the event. This includes measuring and managing room/ area occupancy, and contact reporting, or track and trace through a combination of RFID tags and readers, integrated with existing systems such as CCTV, access control and video analytics. 

	josh.philpot@pmygroup.com
	josh.philpot@pmygroup.com
	josh.philpot@pmygroup.com
	josh.philpot@pmygroup.com

	 





	Travelling to the venue and entry 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 
	Technology 

	Summary 
	Summary 

	Contact details 
	Contact details 



	Crowd Connected 
	Crowd Connected 
	Crowd Connected 
	Crowd Connected 

	Spectator tracking app to aid crowd management flows in last mile, ingress, in stadium and egress. Can also send messages direct to spectators before, during and after the event.  
	Spectator tracking app to aid crowd management flows in last mile, ingress, in stadium and egress. Can also send messages direct to spectators before, during and after the event.  
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	mark@crowdconnected.co.uk
	mark@crowdconnected.co.uk

	 



	Irex 
	Irex 
	Irex 

	Smart Camera system able to harness big data from >1000 cameras. Used in 2019 European Games.  
	Smart Camera system able to harness big data from >1000 cameras. Used in 2019 European Games.  

	daniel@irex.ai
	daniel@irex.ai
	daniel@irex.ai
	daniel@irex.ai

	 



	Fortress 
	Fortress 
	Fortress 

	Scalable integration of health checks as part of ticket activation Tracking all pass and fail health check entries including additional external perimeter checks.  Staggering access into the stadium and/or footprint with access granted to attendees on certain time slots to ensure that certain number of attendees arrive and check in during their timed slot.  Rewarding attendees through loyalty programme on behaviour e.g. designated entry slot, points/offer rewarded for completing the health screening documen
	Scalable integration of health checks as part of ticket activation Tracking all pass and fail health check entries including additional external perimeter checks.  Staggering access into the stadium and/or footprint with access granted to attendees on certain time slots to ensure that certain number of attendees arrive and check in during their timed slot.  Rewarding attendees through loyalty programme on behaviour e.g. designated entry slot, points/offer rewarded for completing the health screening documen
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	anjli.khanna@fortressgb.com
	anjli.khanna@fortressgb.com

	 



	Event Support Team 
	Event Support Team 
	Event Support Team 

	Smart parking product to allow for COVID-19 secure parking in Zone Ex. Spectators are able to book their parking via an online portal for off-site car parks also and at the same time input their registration plate into the system. When they arrive at the car park site, mobile technology picks up their plate and they are allowed access. 
	Smart parking product to allow for COVID-19 secure parking in Zone Ex. Spectators are able to book their parking via an online portal for off-site car parks also and at the same time input their registration plate into the system. When they arrive at the car park site, mobile technology picks up their plate and they are allowed access. 

	grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk
	grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk
	grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk
	grant.woollaston@estuk.co.uk

	 



	Steer 
	Steer 
	Steer 

	A demand forecasting tool that compares likely demand with available public transport capacity. It can inform what time and when are people likely to travel; and whether there is enough public transport capacity to deal with this demand and if not, where, when and what scale mitigations are required e.g. queuing operations, increased train services etc. The app, using targeted incentivisation, can influence crowd behaviour to maximise use of capacity.  
	A demand forecasting tool that compares likely demand with available public transport capacity. It can inform what time and when are people likely to travel; and whether there is enough public transport capacity to deal with this demand and if not, where, when and what scale mitigations are required e.g. queuing operations, increased train services etc. The app, using targeted incentivisation, can influence crowd behaviour to maximise use of capacity.  
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	edward.robinson@steergroup.com
	edward.robinson@steergroup.com

	 





	Movement Strategies 
	Movement Strategies 
	Movement Strategies 
	Movement Strategies 
	Movement Strategies 

	Uses people-centred datasets to assess and model spectator movement on both large and small scales. Using cellular data, they can assess the spectator journey from home to stadium: their departure location, mode(s) of transport, journey time, departure and arrival times. These insights help to target interventions to minimize transmission risks on travelling to the venue, and in Zone Ex. 
	Uses people-centred datasets to assess and model spectator movement on both large and small scales. Using cellular data, they can assess the spectator journey from home to stadium: their departure location, mode(s) of transport, journey time, departure and arrival times. These insights help to target interventions to minimize transmission risks on travelling to the venue, and in Zone Ex. 

	aoife.hunt@GHD.com
	aoife.hunt@GHD.com
	aoife.hunt@GHD.com
	aoife.hunt@GHD.com

	 



	Zipabout 
	Zipabout 
	Zipabout 

	Zipabout offers a plug and play bespoke journey information service that guides spectators from start point to stadium through personalised messaging sent straight to their phone on their message channel of choice.  It integrates with existing collaborative technology to inform and advise spectators to align with changing public health restrictions. Spectators can plan their journey pre-match, preferred modes of travel can be incentivised by clubs, and on match day it provides real-time journey information.
	Zipabout offers a plug and play bespoke journey information service that guides spectators from start point to stadium through personalised messaging sent straight to their phone on their message channel of choice.  It integrates with existing collaborative technology to inform and advise spectators to align with changing public health restrictions. Spectators can plan their journey pre-match, preferred modes of travel can be incentivised by clubs, and on match day it provides real-time journey information.
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	Rangefinder 
	Rangefinder 
	Rangefinder 

	A virtual queuing app that help manage queues and traffic management of people to improve their experience throughout the customer journey especially where there is the possibly of queuing outdoors in all weathers. It lets customers wait their turn in their car, a nearby cafe or their home using notification functionality to prompt the right behaviour at the right time. Facilitates social distancing in the moments that people find most difficult to navigate and businesses/operators most difficult to manage.
	A virtual queuing app that help manage queues and traffic management of people to improve their experience throughout the customer journey especially where there is the possibly of queuing outdoors in all weathers. It lets customers wait their turn in their car, a nearby cafe or their home using notification functionality to prompt the right behaviour at the right time. Facilitates social distancing in the moments that people find most difficult to navigate and businesses/operators most difficult to manage.
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	WaitTime 
	WaitTime 
	WaitTime 
	WaitTime 
	 

	WaitTime mounts cameras over areas, zones, gates, plazas, halls, concessions, restrooms, doorways etc. to determine overall occupancy and capacity. Occupancy of queues and designated areas are shared in real-time with operators via a dashboard which provides camera views of crowd conditions (inside venue, ticketing and venue capacity). Alerts are sent to a designated team including cleaning staff, operations, and security at configurable occupancies to alert when social distancing mandates have been violate
	WaitTime mounts cameras over areas, zones, gates, plazas, halls, concessions, restrooms, doorways etc. to determine overall occupancy and capacity. Occupancy of queues and designated areas are shared in real-time with operators via a dashboard which provides camera views of crowd conditions (inside venue, ticketing and venue capacity). Alerts are sent to a designated team including cleaning staff, operations, and security at configurable occupancies to alert when social distancing mandates have been violate
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	Dynamic Crowd Measurement 
	Dynamic Crowd Measurement 
	Dynamic Crowd Measurement 

	Dynamic Crowd Measurement software uses existing CCTV images to display real-time dashboards in control rooms showing crowd density, flow, mood, headcounts, social-distancing and compliance. These prompt safety officers to informed crowd management decisions at sporting events, concerts, carnivals and intersections, hubs and stations.  
	Dynamic Crowd Measurement software uses existing CCTV images to display real-time dashboards in control rooms showing crowd density, flow, mood, headcounts, social-distancing and compliance. These prompt safety officers to informed crowd management decisions at sporting events, concerts, carnivals and intersections, hubs and stations.  
	 
	DCM architecture also allows authorities to specify the headcount, social-distancing and compliance control factors to meet agreed changes in the relevant criteria. It complements other potential innovations and CCTV systems. 

	sharvey@dynamiccrowdmeasurement.com
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	sharvey@dynamiccrowdmeasurement.com
	sharvey@dynamiccrowdmeasurement.com

	 



	Bump 
	Bump 
	Bump 

	Bump wearable device emits alerts to wearers in real time when people come too close to each other. It allows organisations to identify immediately which wearers have interacted with each other in the event of a positive viral case. They can then take rapid action to prevent further transmission and local outbreaks. 
	Bump wearable device emits alerts to wearers in real time when people come too close to each other. It allows organisations to identify immediately which wearers have interacted with each other in the event of a positive viral case. They can then take rapid action to prevent further transmission and local outbreaks. 
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	Restrata 
	Restrata 
	Restrata 
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	Restrata 

	The Restrata Platform is a multi-functional enterprise system that enables sports organisations to assure the safety of spectators and accredited personnel using contact track and trace technology.   The platform uses real time locating systems (RTLS), CCTV analytics, and third party integrations to map individuals across the entire venue, create safe zones, set capacity limits, monitor social distancing and respond quickly to any situations that could breach COVID-19 safety protocols.   
	The Restrata Platform is a multi-functional enterprise system that enables sports organisations to assure the safety of spectators and accredited personnel using contact track and trace technology.   The platform uses real time locating systems (RTLS), CCTV analytics, and third party integrations to map individuals across the entire venue, create safe zones, set capacity limits, monitor social distancing and respond quickly to any situations that could breach COVID-19 safety protocols.   
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	bosman@restrata.com

	 



	Seatserve 
	Seatserve 
	Seatserve 
	 

	SEATSERVE is an enterprise solution that enables spectators to order food, drinks and merchandise on their smartphone and have it delivered to their seat by staff from within the existing concessions, at any venue. 
	SEATSERVE is an enterprise solution that enables spectators to order food, drinks and merchandise on their smartphone and have it delivered to their seat by staff from within the existing concessions, at any venue. 
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	Spectatorfood 
	Spectatorfood 
	Spectatorfood 

	SpectatorFood is a commission-free, contactless ordering and concessions management platform for sports venues.  Spectators can scan a QR code or download an app to pre-order or order instantly for pickup and in-seat delivery.  Concessionaires can receive and fulfil orders all in one place on the portable manager portal.   
	SpectatorFood is a commission-free, contactless ordering and concessions management platform for sports venues.  Spectators can scan a QR code or download an app to pre-order or order instantly for pickup and in-seat delivery.  Concessionaires can receive and fulfil orders all in one place on the portable manager portal.   
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	jeff@spectatorfoodapp.com
	jeff@spectatorfoodapp.com
	jeff@spectatorfoodapp.com

	 



	Hungrrr 
	Hungrrr 
	Hungrrr 

	Ordering app used to provide contactless ordering of food and beverages in-venue, as well as order ahead functionality. Customers can order from their seat and be given a collection time / slot to collect their food.  
	Ordering app used to provide contactless ordering of food and beverages in-venue, as well as order ahead functionality. Customers can order from their seat and be given a collection time / slot to collect their food.  
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	Intellicup 
	Intellicup 
	Intellicup 

	Mobile Bars, strategically placed, for self-serve beverages means less congestion in food and drink concession concourses. Spectators can take responsibility and plan their route to a self-service bar to minimise contact with others. Self-serve beverage efficiently in 10/12 seconds 
	Mobile Bars, strategically placed, for self-serve beverages means less congestion in food and drink concession concourses. Spectators can take responsibility and plan their route to a self-service bar to minimise contact with others. Self-serve beverage efficiently in 10/12 seconds 

	mike@intellicup.com
	mike@intellicup.com
	mike@intellicup.com
	mike@intellicup.com

	 



	Tappit 
	Tappit 
	Tappit 

	Tappit is a global payment and data ecosystem for events, stadia, leisure, hospitality and venues. Tappit provides an end-to-end 
	Tappit is a global payment and data ecosystem for events, stadia, leisure, hospitality and venues. Tappit provides an end-to-end 
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	solution including cashless payment, white label payment apps, mobile pay, RFID and event analytics. 
	solution including cashless payment, white label payment apps, mobile pay, RFID and event analytics. 


	Safety Thirst 
	Safety Thirst 
	Safety Thirst 

	Safety Thirst is a hybrid mobile payment solution that combines in-seat delivery with contact-free click and collect.  
	Safety Thirst is a hybrid mobile payment solution that combines in-seat delivery with contact-free click and collect.  
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	Ebar 
	Ebar 
	Ebar 

	A contactless-payment, self-service draught beer dispenser which uses regular event cups. EBars are mobile and are moved between venues. They are fast to set up and take up little space. They can be set up away from permanent service areas to distribute service load. 
	A contactless-payment, self-service draught beer dispenser which uses regular event cups. EBars are mobile and are moved between venues. They are fast to set up and take up little space. They can be set up away from permanent service areas to distribute service load. 
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	Oracle 
	Oracle 
	Oracle 

	Technology to offer pre-ordered food for pickup, order at seat, order to aisle and kiosk technology; allows staggered arrival and departure times reducing stress on transport infrastructure. Integrated digital signage can assist flow around venues, real time mobile app messaging improves pre-event and mid-event communications while digital kitchen management streamlines production and order fulfilment meaning less waiting and gathering in high density areas. 
	Technology to offer pre-ordered food for pickup, order at seat, order to aisle and kiosk technology; allows staggered arrival and departure times reducing stress on transport infrastructure. Integrated digital signage can assist flow around venues, real time mobile app messaging improves pre-event and mid-event communications while digital kitchen management streamlines production and order fulfilment meaning less waiting and gathering in high density areas. 
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